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Module #1  Ask  Lesson #4 

Background Information:  This lesson is about using our sense of touch to understand the world around us.  Our skin is the 
largest sensory organ in our body and is responsive to different kinds of stimuli, including texture, temperature, and pressure.  
When a receptor is activated, it triggers a series of nerve impulses that tell you what you are touching.  We have all learned 
about touching things hot or cold, hard or soft, smooth or rough.  It is important for us to understand how our sense of touch 
informs us. 

Grade Level:  Elementary Focus:  Sense of Touch 

 

Supplies & Materials 

 Butcher paper 

 Chart paper 

 Markers 

 ½ Composition Book 
or paper folder 

 3 weights of fishing 
line 

 Popsicle sticks 

 Scissors 

 Glue 

 Coffee stirrers 

Preparation 

 Review entire lesson 
plan 

 Duplicate Detection 
Threshold Rating Sheet 

 Items to touch (See 
attached list of 
suggested common 
items) 

 Number the items for 
children to touch 1-16 in 
alignment with the chart 
attached 

Objective:  Children use the sense of touch to observe the world around them and build vocabulary to help them describe 
what they touch.   

Introduction: 

Prior Knowledge:  Ask children the following questions. 

1. Ask youth to touch their shirt or blouse and ask what words they would use to describe the feel of this clothing item.  
(Make a list) 

2. Ask them to continue the process this time touching the knee of their pants.  (make a list of what they say) 
3. Ask them to continue and feel both the top and side of the shoe they are wearing and the bottom of that same shoe.  

Record the words they use to describe the texture of both. 
4. Ask youth to place hands together and determine if their hands are warm, hot, or cold.  Then ask them to rub their 

hands back and forth together as fast as they can and then determine if their hands are cooler or warmer.  Ask them 
to explain why they think this is the case.   

5. Explain all of these things have to do with the sense of touch. 

Build Vocabulary Knowledge:  Words to describe different ways things feel to the touch 

One of the ways we describe things we touch is by describing the texture of the items.  Texture is the feel, appearance, or 
consistency of a surface or a substance.  Ask youth to share some words they use to describe the feel of a surface or a 
substance.  Below is a list of key words that should be discussed: 

soft smooth rough hard 

fuzzy  slick powdery feathery 

velvety scratchy prickly bumpy 

squishy spongy sticky springy 
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We can also use words to describe temperature.  Ask youth to share some words they use to describe the temperature of a 
surface or substance.  Add any of the words listed below that they miss. 

warm hot cool cold 

boiling scorching burning icy 

chilly balmy sweaty freezing  

Ask children to record 5 words that describe how something feels and 5 words that describe the temperature of something.  
Ask children to write this in the Vocabulary Notebook.                  

Entry should look like this: 

Soft, smooth, rough, bumpy, sticky 

Hot, cold, icy, chilly, freezing 

Lesson:  During this part children will engage in hands-on, minds-on, collaborative work to promote critical thinking.   

Fine Fingers 

What you will need:   

 Items for youth to touch (see list) 

 Paper 

 Pencils 

 Chart with list of textures (discussed in the Key Vocabulary—soft, smooth, rough…) 

What you will do:   

1. Divide the youth into pairs or trios 
2. Give each group a piece of paper and pencil and ask youth to fold the paper into 16 spaces by folding 2 hamburger 

folds and 2 hot dog folds. 
3. Ask them to put a number in each of the spaces (1-16) 
4. Explain you will distribute a variety of samples, each with a number on it, for them to touch and then determine the 

texture 
5. After touching the item, youth may look at the chart to select one of the texture words and then write that word in the 

box with the number of the item they are touching.  (For 1st and 2nd graders you may want to do all of the items this 
way, however if it possible for youth to do this as a pair, the learning will be more personalized) 

6. After youth have determined which texture applies to which word, check them out as a whole group and discuss why 
the answers were selected. 

7. Ask youth to share strategies that they used to determine the texture of the samples. 
8. Ask youth how observing through touch is helpful. 

Detection Threshold 

What you will need:   

 Popsicle sticks 

 White glue 

 Fishing line (three different weights) 

 Scissors 

 Detection Threshold Record Sheet (attached to this lesson plan) 

What you will do:   
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1. Explain to youth they are going to make a tool called Von Frey Hairs.  Explain to do this they will attach a piece of 
fishing line to a popsicle stick with glue.  Explain they will work in groups of three and each of the three will have a 
different thickness of fishing line 

2. Explain after they have made the Von Frey Hairs, they will each take turns closing their eyes and determining when 
they can feel the Von Frey Hair on different parts of the body. 

3. The test will require that the Von Frey Hair is lowered to touch the skin until the Hair begins to bend.   
4. As soon as the youth “feels” the Von Frey Hair, he/she is to say, “Now”.   
5. The results for each part of the body will be determined by circling either “yes” or “no” for each thickness of the 

“Hair”.  Youth will circle “Yes” if the person says he/she feels the hair when it first bends, and a “no” if he/she did not 
feel it when it first bent. 

6. Youth take turns until each person has responded to each test. 
7. When complete, discuss the differences between the body parts and also the differences in people.  Which body 

parts were the least sensitive?  Which were the most sensitive 
8. Ask why being more alert to touch might be important.  

Braille Alphabet 

What you will need:   

 Braille Alphabet printed on cardstock 

 Glue 

 Coffee stirrer 

What you will do:   

1. Divide youth into teams of three 
2. Distribute cardstock Braille alphabet to each child 
3. Distribute small amount of glue to each team along with a coffee stirrer to each youth 
4. Carefully, each youth will apply a dot of glue to the dark colored circle for each letter 
5. When the glue dries, youth will be able to feel the “alphabet”.  (Make a sample of this before the youth make it so you 

can show them the finished product. 
6. When youth are finished they should set the alphabet aside until the glue dries. 
7. When the glue dries, youth should try out the alphabet seeing if they can feel the bumps with their fingertips. 

Closing:  During this part of the lesson you will reconnect with the objective.   

Review:  Recap what we did today.  Ask the questions:   

1. What did we do today?  
2. What new words did we discuss today?  (record the responses) 
3. What sense did we use today to observe and learn about the world? 

Reflect:  Think about what was learned.  Ask:   

1. What was something you learned today about the sense of touch? (record the responses in bullet points)   

Debrief:  Consider how what you learned today can be used tomorrow in school and in your life.  Ask:   

1. How might you use what you learned today about the sense of touch tomorrow in school?  (record the answers) 
2. How might you use what you learned today about the sense of touch at home?  (record the answers) 

Write:  Ask youth to select two words that describe either the texture or temperature of something.  Explain they are to share 
a time when they experienced those words and how it “felt”.  For example, if the word “hot” was selected, the youth could 
write:  “I have experienced the touch of hot when I bit into a very fresh pizza and the melted cheese burned the top of my 
both because it was so hot.”  For 1st and 2nd graders have youth share and write the sentences that they say. 
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Lesson #4, Detection Threshold 

Body Part Single Filament 3 mm 5mm 
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Lesson #4, Braille Alphabet 
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Sense of Touch—Common Items 

Number Item Descriptor 

1 placemat smooth 

2 make-up sponge spongy 

3 feathers feathery 

4 curler squishy 

5 rocks hard 

6 pins prickly 

7 Velcro scratchy 

8 chair bottom fuzzy 

9 cotton balls soft 

10 flour powdery 

11 hand sanitizer slick 

12 fabric velvety 

13 gripper bumpy 

14 scratcher pad rough 

15 tape sticky 

16 bungee cord springy 

 

 


